Fit-For-Purpose Land Administration

- 70 percent of the world’s population do not have access to formal systems to register and safeguard their land rights

A fit-for-purpose approach includes the following elements:

- Flexible
- Inclusive
- Participatory
- Affordable
- Reliable
- Attainable
- Upgradeable
From Theory to Practice
From Pilots to Massive, Systematic processes

Role of International Community and Land Professionals

We offer three kinds of service: GOOD - CHEAP - FAST
You can pick any two
GOOD service CHEAP won't be FAST
GOOD service FAST won't be CHEAP
FAST service CHEAP won't be GOOD

Source: Land and Poverty Conference 2017 Fit for Purpose Master Class, R. McLaren
What is Fit for Purpose?
One Map Project- Fit for Budget

**Fit for Purpose Proposals**

**WB Concept:**
- Cover 25% of the country
- Use of Imagery + low cost, participatory mapping- which one?
- US$ 6-10/parcel

**Initial Client Proposal:**
- 4 districts (>5% of the country)
- 10 cm geoid
- High accuracy survey/titling
- US$ 30/parcel

---

From Theory to Practice
Role of International Community and Land Professionals

**Coordinate Ourselves- Speak with one voice**
(global, regional, local levels)

- Partnerships- UNGGIM, OGC, national level donor coordination etc
  - Agree on International standards and Indicators
  - Joint Technical Assistance and Financing packages
  - Increase Awareness, Capacity Building, Education

Thank you!